Pharmaceutical leader archived 20 applications to InfoArchive enabling over 2,000 users to access the information

5.2 million Records archived and 1.2 TB of data from outdated systems to a centralized archive

This global company managed to rationalize its infrastructure and significantly reduce costs by leveraging EMC InfoArchive to decommission applications and archive records from production applications

CHALLENGE
The pharmaceutical leader needed to efficiently integrate IT systems from newly acquired companies to ensure rapid time to market for products. It is also rationalizing IT infrastructure and applications, including the consolidation of data centers. Securing and providing access to critical application data and content in this environment is complex, particularly when it is necessary to satisfy a variety of different needs from departments such as manufacturing, R&D, Corporate and Patents.

SOLUTION
With EMC InfoArchive for Electronic Records, this pharmaceutical leader deployed a single and common e-archiving solution that satisfies the needs of all entities worldwide. The platform is used for Retention & Safety of Electronic Records, leveraging their Value to the Enterprise, for structured data and unstructured data. It enables applications to be decommissioned and critical data and content from production systems to be archived and preserved to meet compliance regulations.